APX™ AND XTS™
MISSION CRITICAL WIRELESS COVERT SOLUTIONS
SURVEILLANCE REDEFINED
BLEND IN WITH THE CROWD, BUT STAY CONNECTED WITH THE TEAM.

Our Mission Critical Wireless Covert Solutions for APX™ and XTS™ radios take your surveillance operations to the next level. Consumer grade in appearance but mission critical in performance, our portfolio delivers exceptional flexibility, the high security of Mission Critical Wireless technology, superior audio performance, and a new dimension of freedom from your radio. Our secure wireless solutions let you carry your radio like never before—whether in a backpack or purse, you are no longer constrained by wires.

PLAINCLOTHES OFFICERS AT A COLLEGE STADIUM

SITUATION:
A major bowl game at a prestigious university. Plainclothes officers are combing through the sold-out stadium, identifying any potential threats. They need to communicate without spectators knowing who they are.

SOLUTION:
BASIC MISSION CRITICAL WIRELESS COVERT KIT
This kit is a game-changer for undercover and surveillance operations. With a variety of covert earbuds that look like commercial accessories, your operatives will appear to be talking on phones or listening to music.

Our Mission Critical Wireless black and white 2-wire earbuds look like a portable music player accessory, and the black single-wire earbud matches a smartphone style accessory. A specialized 3.5 adapter lets you connect any standard off-the-shelf, wired, cellular headset to the Mission Critical Wireless push to talk (PTT) pod for virtually infinite choices in your appearance.

The PTT pod enables wireless communication with an APX or XTS radio wherever it is concealed. The PTT pod easily fits in a pocket or purse or can be clipped to your clothing to control communications conveniently and covertly.

Mission Critical Wireless Covert Kit (NNTN8296) includes black and white 2-wire earbuds, black single-wire earbud and 3.5mm adapter. Mission Critical Wireless PTT pod must be purchased separately.
UNDERCOVER TEAM AT A DOWNTOWN RALLY

**SITUATION:**
A massive protest in a metropolitan center. Undercover officers are dispersed in the crowd, keeping an eye on protesters, but able to alert uniformed police if they get out of hand. The officers must conceal their communications, monitor the participants and help keep the peace, well into the night.

**SOLUTION:**
**LONG SHIFT MISSION CRITICAL WIRELESS COVERT KIT**
This kit does double duty for extended operations up to 16 hours. We added a second Mission Critical Wireless PTT pod to our Basic Mission Critical Wireless Covert Kit to create a 2 pod system that works like this:

- **Before the operation starts**, connect both pods to your APX or XTS radio via fast, secure Mission Critical Wireless pairing.
- **At the start of the operation**, connect one pod with your Mission Critical Wireless audio accessory and use the second pod as a standalone Mission Critical Wireless PTT device.
- **During the operation**, power down both pods, connect the second pod with your audio accessory and use the first pod as the standalone PTT. Upon power up, both pods automatically re-connect with your radio and assume full functionality.

Now you can communicate seamlessly and wirelessly up to 16 hours without leaving your post to exchange or re-charge pods.

SECURITY DETAIL AT A CORPORATE EVENT

**SITUATION:**
Annual shareholder meeting for a Fortune 500 corporation. Undercover security teams are outfitted in executive attire so they are indistinguishable from the board of directors. Heightened security issues require that they blend into the audience and communicate as discreetly as possible.

**SOLUTION:**
**MISSION CRITICAL WIRELESS COMPLETELY DISCREET SURVEILLANCE KIT**
This kit is ideal for the most discreet situations where being able to move freely is a must. With the exceptionally small receiver hidden in your ear, you can listen to your radio in complete privacy through the communications loop worn under a shirt or jacket — there is no visible equipment.

Hide the microphone under a suit lapel or in another discreet place and communicate securely without drawing attention to yourself — all while concealing your radio in a briefcase or purse.
MISSION CRITICAL WIRELESS COVERT AUDIO ACCESSORY KITS
COMPATIBLE WITH ALL APX AND XTS-SERIES PORTABLE RADIOS

BASIC MISSION CRITICAL WIRELESS COVERT AUDIO ACCESSORY KIT
NNTN8296 INCLUDES THE 3 SETS OF EARBUDS, PLUS THE ADAPTER. NTN2571 IS ORDERED SEPARATELY

- Black 2-Wire Earbud Headphones
- White 2-Wire Earbud Headphones
- Black Single-Wire Earbud Headphones
- 3.5 mm Adapter for connecting to any consumer off-the-shelf headphones
- NTN2571 Additional Mission Critical Wireless Push to Talk (PTT) Pod

LONG SHIFT MISSION CRITICAL WIRELESS COVERT AUDIO ACCESSORY KIT

- NNTN8296 Basic Mission Critical Wireless Covert Kit
- NTN2571 Additional Mission Critical Wireless Push to Talk (PTT) Pod
- RLN6489 Covert Pack-n-Go Kit with Mission Critical Wireless accessories included.
- RLN6501 Enhanced Covert Pack-n-Go Kit with Mission Critical Wireless accessories included.
  Kit includes: All contents of Covert Pack-n-Go Kit plus RLN4922 Completely Discreet Earpiece Kit and NNTN8385 Wireless Neckloop Y-adapter.
- RLN6485 Covert Pack-no-Go Carry Case.
  Case only, no wireless accessories included.

DISCREET MISSION CRITICAL WIRELESS SURVEILLANCE KIT

  Kit includes: RLN4922, NNTN8385 and NTN2571
- RLN4922 Completely Discreet Earpiece Kit
- NNTN8385 Wireless Neckloop Y-adapter and Retention Hook
  Neckloop adapter can also be ordered separately and used with a previously purchased Completely Discreet Wireless Earpiece Kit (RLN4922) and Mission Critical Wireless Push-to-Talk pod
- NTN2571 Additional Mission Critical Wireless Push to Talk (PTT) Pod